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We discuss the cosmological constant problem using the properties of a freely-suspended two-dimensional
condensed-matter film, i.e., an explicit realization of a 2D brane. The large contributions of vacuum fluctua-
tions to the surface tension of this film are cancelled in equilibrium by the thermodynamic potential arising
from the conservation law for particle number. In short, the surface tension of the film vanishes in equilibrium
due to a thermodynamic identity. This 2D brane can be generalized to a 4D brane with gravity. For the 4D
brane, the analogue of the 2D surface tension is the 4D cosmological constant, which is also nullified in full
equilibrium. The 4D brane theory provides an alternative description of the phenomenological q-theory of
the quantum vacuum. As for other realizations of the vacuum variable q, such as the 4-form field-strength
realization, the main ingredient is the conservation law for the variable q, which makes the vacuum a self-
sustained system. For a vacuum within this class, the nullification of the cosmological constant takes place
automatically in equilibrium. Out of equilibrium, the cosmological constant can be as large as suggested
by naive estimates based on the summation of zero-point energies. In this brane description, q-theory also
corresponds to a generalization of unimodular gravity.
PACS: 04.20.Cv, 98.80.Es, 95.36.+x
1. INTRODUCTION
General relativity and the relativistic quantum field
theory of the Standard Model are probably effective the-
ories, as manifested by their ultraviolet divergences. Es-
pecially troublesome is the quartic divergence of the
energy density from the vacuum fluctuations, which
leads to the so-called cosmological constant problem
(CCP) [1, 2, 3].
A particular mechanism for the nullification of the
relevant vacuum energy density works for vacua which
have the property of being self-sustained media [4, 5,
6, 7, 8]. A self-sustained medium has a definite macro-
scopic volume even in the absence of an environment.
Two condensed-matter examples are a droplet of quan-
tum liquid at zero temperature in empty space [9] and
a freely-suspended film [10]. Here, we focus on the last
example.
The Lorentz-invariant self-sustained medium rele-
vant to the CCP is characterized by a relativistic scalar
q. Distinct from a fundamental scalar φ, the vacuum
variable q allows the medium to exist without external
environment.
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2. FUNDAMENTAL VS. CONSERVED
SCALARS
In order to understand the difference between fun-
damental and conserved scalars, let us compare gravity
with a fundamental scalar φ and gravity with a con-
served scalar q obtained from a 4-form field strength F
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18], with Fκλµν ∝ q ǫκλµν and
q2 ∝ Fκλµν Fκλµν . Let us consider these theories for
the simplest possible arrangement: no explicit deriva-
tives of φ and q, and no direct couplings of φ and q to
the Ricci scalar R.
The action for gravity with a non-dynamic funda-
mental scalar φ is
I1 = −
∫
R4
d4x
√−g
(
R
16πGN
+ ǫ1(φ)
)
. (1)
The action for gravity with a three-form gauge field A
is
I2 = −
∫
R4
d4x
√−g
(
R
16πGN
+ ǫ2(q)
)
. (2)
Both functions ǫ1(φ) and ǫ2(q) may include a genuine
cosmological constant Λbare .
Variation over gµν of the action Ij , for j = 1 or 2,
gives the Einstein equation in standard form,
1
8πGN
(
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν
)
= Λj gµν , (3)
1
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but with different expressions for the vacuum energy
density,
Λ1(φ) = ǫ1(φ) , (4a)
Λ2(q) = ǫ2(q)− q dǫ2(q)
dq
. (4b)
The calculation of the energy-momentum tensor gives
an extra term in the Λ(q) expression above, because the
metric also enters the composite field q. Recall, in fact,
the precise definitions q2 ≡ −(1/24)Fκλµν Fκλµν and
Fκλµν ≡ ∇[κAλµν], with the three-form gauge field A,
the covariant derivative ∇κ, and a pair of square brack-
ets around spacetime indices standing for complete anti-
symmetrization.
The field equations for φ and q are also different,
dǫ1(φ)
dφ
= 0 , (5a)
∇ν
(
dǫ2(q)
dq
)
= 0 . (5b)
The field equation for φ does not have the freedom to
nullify the cosmological constant. The two requirements
for nullification, ǫ1(φ) = 0 and dǫ1(φ)/dφ = 0, de-
mand fine-tuning of the parameters entering the func-
tion ǫ1(φ), cf. Refs. [1, 2].
In contrast, the solution of the field equation for q
is given by
dǫ2(q)
dq
= µ , (6)
where µ is an arbitrary integration constant. Hence, we
have the complete freedom of choosing the value of µ
in (6) as regards solving the field Eq. (5b), which leaves
us to consider the vacuum energy. Writing Λ2(q) from
Eq. (4b) as ǫ2(q)−µ q, we then see that the huge vacuum
energy density stored in ǫ2(q) can be compensated by
the counterterm −µ q. This compensation occurs due
to thermodynamic identities applied to the equilibrium
self-sustained vacuum (we shall see this for the exam-
ple of a freely-suspended film in Sec. 3 ). Here, µ plays
the role of a chemical potential [5], which is self-tuned
in the equilibrium state of the quantum vacuum. The
self-tuning gives rise to the nullification of the vacuum
energy density for the equilibrium vacuum in the ab-
sence of matter fields,
Λ2(qeq) = ǫ2(qeq)− µeq qeq = 0 . (7)
No such compensation is expected for the vacuum of
the fundamental scalar field φ. However, if both φ and
q fields are present, then the energy ǫ1(φ) will also be
compensated in the equilibrium vacuum by the read-
justment of the chemical potential µ [4].
3. FREELY SUSPENDED FILM
The thin film considered here is a two-dimensional
(2D) object embedded into the three-dimensional (3D)
Euclidean space R3 with Cartesian coordinatesX, Y, Z.
In modern parlance, this film is a 2D brane [19]. We
are interested in a freely-suspended film, which is not
surrounded by dense matter. In equilibrium, the film
is parallel to the (X,Y )-plane, and this state is anal-
ogous to the 4D equilibrium Minkowski vacuum to be
discussed in Sec. 4..
The Hamiltonian [10] which describes the deforma-
tions of the film – variation of the density of the film
and bending (displacement) of the film – can be written
in the following form:
H =
∫
d2x
[√
g ǫ
(
n√
g
)
− µn
]
+Hbending . (8)
Here, n(x, y) ≡ ∫ dz n(x, y, z) is the 2D particle den-
sity obtained by integrating over the extra dimension of
the bulk space R3. For simplicity, we assume the ab-
sence of folding. The total number of particles in the
film, N =
∫
d2xn(x, y), is a conserved quantity. We in-
troduce the corresponding Lagrange multiplier µ, which
plays the role of a chemical potential. Particle conserva-
tion (or mass conservation in Ref. [10]) is the main con-
dition for the existence of a stable freely-suspended film.
Hence, the film belongs to the class of self-sustained sys-
tems.
The potential term [the first term in the integrand
of Eq. (8)] depends on the quantity n/
√
g, the par-
ticle density per unit area of the curved film (recall
dS =
√
g dxdy). Here and in Eq. (8), we have used the
definition g ≡ det(gik) for the curved-film metric gik
with signature (+, +). The second term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (8) is the bending energy. It contains
gradients of the metric, but, due to the lack of invari-
ance under general coordinate transformations, it is not
equivalent to the standard curvature term in gravitation
theories. Still, it includes the Gauss curvature R, which
is a total derivative in two dimensions. Here, we are not
really interested in the second term Hbending of Eq. (8),
since the central point of our argument will concern the
first term, which will be seen to be equivalent to the
vacuum energy. So, let us consider only the first term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (8).
Variation of the Hamiltonian (8) over n gives the
following equation:
dǫ
dq
= µ , (9a)
q ≡ n√
g
, (9b)
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and variation over
√
g gives the surface tension σ of the
film,
σ ≡ δH
δ
√
g
= ǫ(q)− q dǫ
dq
= ǫ(q)− µ q . (10)
For the freely-suspended film (i.e., no forces from the en-
vironment), the surface tension is zero in equilibrium,
σeq = 0. The chemical potential µ is self-tuned to reach
the equilibrium state. Since the variation over the met-
ric gik gives the stress tensor Tik = −σgik [10, 20, 21],
the surface tension σ plays the role of a cosmological
constant in the 2+0 gravity theory of the film, which is
nullified in equilibrium.
As emphasized in Ref. [10], the equilibrium condition
σ = 0 is not disturbed by quantum fluctuations, be-
cause it is the consequence of the thermodynamic iden-
tity
√
g ǫ− µn = −P , where P is the external pressure
(thermal effects are not considered). In the absence of
external forces, the surface tension is zero irrespective
of the quantum fluctuations. Of course, the quantum
fluctuations contribute to the energy ǫ, and this contri-
bution can be essential. But this contribution is always
fully compensated by the counterterm −µn in equilib-
rium, which is, in fact, the property of any self-sustained
vacuum. This suggests that, if the vacuum of our Uni-
verse belongs to the class of self-sustained systems, its
energy in equilibrium is fully cancelled in spite of the
huge effects of vacuum fluctuations. The cancellation
results in a zero value for the cosmological constant in
an equilibrium Universe without ponderable matter.
4. 4D BRANE
The corresponding modification of the Einstein ac-
tion on the four-dimensional (4D) “brane” is
I = −
∫
d4x
√−g
[
ǫ
(
n√−g
)
+
R
16πGN
+ LM [ψ]
]
+µ
∫
d4x n , (11)
where the metric gµν has a Lorentzian signature
(−, +, +, +) making for a negative determinant g ≡
det(gµν) and where n is the 4D analog of the particle
density of the 2D film (the 4D density n perhaps refers
to the “atoms” of spacetime). In principle, the gravita-
tional coupling G may also depend on n, G = G(n),but
we fix G = GN , for simplicity. Similarly, we omit any n-
dependence of the parameters in the matter Lagrange
density LM (ψ), where ψ stands for a generic matter
field.
Variation of the action (11) over the density n gives
the analog of Eq. (9),
dǫ
dq
= µ , (12a)
q ≡ n√−g . (12b)
Variation of the action (11) over the inverse metric gµν
gives the Einstein equation,
1
8πGN
(
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν
)
= Λ(q) gµν + T
M
µν , (13)
with the following vacuum energy density:
Λ(q) = ǫ(q)− q dǫ(q)
dq
= ǫ(q)− µ q , (14)
where the last equality relies on result (12a).
The same equations can be obtained if the action
(11) is expressed directly in terms of q, and if one varies
over q and gµν , assuming that q is a conserved quantity.
This demonstrates the universal and generic properties
of q-theory [4], which do not depend on the particular
realization of the conserved quantity q.
5. DISCUSSION
In this Letter, we have introduced an alternative
description of q-theory, which is based on an analogy
with the two-dimensional (2D) condensed-matter film.
The freely-suspended film belongs to the class of self-
sustained systems, which is characterized by a conser-
vation law. For the case of a nonrelativistic 2D film, the
relevant conservation law is the conservation of mass of
the film. Due to this conservation law, the surface ten-
sion of the film is nullified in equilibrium, in spite of the
large contributions of the vacuum fluctuations to the en-
ergy of the film. For the (3+1)-dimensional relativistic
analog of such a film, the same type of conservation law
leads to the nullification of the cosmological constant –
the 3+1 analog of the 2D surface tension.
The 4D brane provides a new realization of q-theory.
Recall that the main input of q-theory is the assump-
tion that the quantum vacuum belongs to the class of
self-sustained systems, characterized by the conserva-
tion law for some kind of “particle number.” For a vac-
uum within this class, the nullification of the cosmolog-
ical constant automatically takes place in equilibrium,
while, out of equilibrium, the cosmological constant can
be large and comparable with the estimates based on
the summation of the zero-point energies of the quan-
tum fields (with appropriate cutoffs).
Since the quantity
√−g enters the action as a sepa-
rate variable, this 4D-brane realization of q-theory rep-
resents a generalization of unimodular gravity [22, 23,
24, 25, 1]. Gravity in four dimensions is, of course,
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very different from gravity in two dimensions, for ex-
ample, there are gravitational waves (gravitons) in four
dimensions but not in two. For the 4D theory (11), we
may then consider gravitational processes at energies far
below the binding energy of the “atoms” of spacetime
responsible for the number density n . For such low-
energy processes, n is effectively fixed and nondynami-
cal, n = n0. From the 4D general covariance of (11), we
have that n is a scalar density with the same weight as
the square root of the negative of the determinant of the
metric. Introducing a prior metric with determinant g0,
we then have n = n0 ∝
√−g0 and the q variable is effec-
tively equal to q ∝ √−g0/
√−g. The theory (11) writ-
ten in terms of the inverse variable σ˜ =
√−g/√−g0 is
essentially the one studied in Ref. [26], where the role of
vacuum-matter energy exchange has been investigated.
Now, return to the original form of q as given by
Eq. (12b). It can then be shown that, for homoge-
neous matter fields in a cosmological context, the van-
ishing covariant divergence of the vacuum-energy term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (13) gives ∂t Λ = 0, which
implies dq/dt = 0. From the definition of q, we can
then relate the rate of change of the metric determi-
nant to the rate of change of the brane number density,
d(ln
√−g)/dt = d(lnn)/dt. The role of this type of
intra-brane dynamics needs to be clarified.
Let us also comment on the main difference between
our approach and the one of Ref. [27], where the cos-
mological constant was estimated as
√
N , with N the
number of elements. Reference [27] noted that the indi-
vidual contributions to the action I have random signs
and assumed that their sum vanishes on average, with
residual fluctuations of order
√
N being responsible for
the observed value of Λ. In our case, the contribution
to the action I is proportional to N , while the cancel-
lation takes place for the quantity Λ which enters the
Einstein equations. Λ does not necessarily coincide with
the vacuum energy density ǫ, which enters the action.
The difference between Λ and ǫ reflects two different
definitions of the energy of quantum fields on an ex-
ternal time-independent background, see Ref. [28]. The
first one defines the energy in terms of the stress-energy
tensor, while the second one identifies the energy with
the Hamiltonian.
According to the q-theory approach to the cosmo-
logical constant problem, the present small value of Λ is
the result of the incomplete cancellation of the vacuum
energy in a slowly evolving nonequilibrium Universe [5].
GEV thanks Efim Kats and Vladimir Lebedev for
valuable discussions.
Note Added in Proof. An early paper on the van-
ishing surface tension of fluid membranes as an analog of
the near-zero cosmological constant of general relativity
is Ref. [29].
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